A Solid-State Intrinsically Stretchable Polymer Solar Cell.
An organic solar cell based on a bulk heterojunction of a conjugated polymer and a methanofullerene PC61BM or PC71BM exhibits a complex morphology that controls both its photovoltaic and mechanical compliance (flexibility and stretchability). Here, the donor-acceptor blend of poly(thieno[3,4-b]-thiophene/benzodithiophene) (PTB7) and PC71BM containing a small amount of diiodooctane (DIO) in the spin-casting solution is reported to exhibit elastic deformability. The blend comprises nanometer-size, nanocrystalline grains that are relatively uniformly distributed. Large external deformation is accommodated by relative sliding between the grains. Reorientation of the nanocrystallites and the global reorientation of the PTB7 polymer chain were observed along the stretching direction up to 100% strain, which was reversible as the blend was allowed to relax to 0% strain. The polymer solar cell based on PTB7:PC71BM:DIO with such reversible morphological changes exhibited a rubbery elasticity at room temperature. The device could be stretched up to 100% strain, and the power-conversion efficiency shows a slight increase up to 30% strain and a global increase of power generation as the photoactive area increases with strain. Solar cells were fabricated employing a layer of the PTB7:PC71BM:DIO blend sandwiched between a pair of stretchable transparent electrodes, each comprising a stack of a silver nanowire percolation network and a single-wall carbon nanotube network embedded in the surface of a poly(urethane acylate) elastomer film. The solar cells were semitransparent and could be stretched like a rubbery film by as much as 100% strain. The measured power-conversion efficiency was 3.48%, which was increased to 3.67% after one cycle of stretching to 50% strain and lowered to 2.99% after 100 stretching cycles. The total power generation from the cells was significantly increased, thanks to the expanded active area as the cells were stretched.